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Industry trends
$2 trillion of commercial real estate loans mature by 2018

Source: CMA, Deutsche Bank, Intex, Trepp, FDIC, Mortgage Bankers Association

* From all lender types – CMBS, insurance companies, and banks / thrifts
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Industry trends 
A large source of permanent debt is gone
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Industry trends 
Discussions with the C-Suite

A main driver of management action is the amount of cash that a company is 
generating; most organizations would characterize their current status as stressed. 
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Industry trends 
Distress across all major commercial real estate types

Source: Real Capital Analytics
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All segments of the hotel industry have been affected

Source: Smith Travel Research

Industry trends
US lodging luxury segment has been hardest hit
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Industry trends 
Commercial real estate loan originations have fallen substantially

Source: Mortgage Bankers Association
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Industry trends
Bank delinquency and charge-off rates

Source: Federal Reserve
Commercial Real Estate Loans
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Industry trends
Impact on CMBS special servicers

► Measurable increase in CMBS loans in special servicing1

► 3,200 loans

► $55 billion

► 7.5% of total balance of US CMBS loans

► Borrowers may be:

► Experiencing declining property level cash flows due to reduced 
occupancy and rental rates

► Unable to refinance near term maturities at current outstanding loan 
amounts due to decline in property values and limited active lenders 
making new commercial real estate loans

► Seeking extensions, modifications or requesting DPOs; note that recent 
IRS provisions allow borrowers to begin dialogue/negotiations with special 
servicers prior to default

1/ CMAert 10/2/09
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GGP Files for Bankruptcy

• GGP filed 388 entities, including the project owners 
of 166 of its 219 malls

• Only five of the 166 malls were in default; all other 
properties were performing

• Filing was effected by removing and replacing 
independent managers
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Why is GGP’s Bankruptcy 
Important? 
• Bankruptcy-remote and SPE structures did not 

prevent filing

• Most debtors were solvent, not in default.  Did they 
belong in Chapter 11?

• First big “acid test” of the critical documents that 
were developed as part of the CMBS evolution
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Final First Day Orders 
Commingling of cash collateral

• Debtors asked for excess cash generated from the 
properties to remain in a centralized cash 
management account maintained by a parent entity

• Essentially a continuation of what was already 
occurring

• Lenders argued that commingling secured assets for 
the benefit of the enterprise is a de facto substantive 
consolidation
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Final First Day Orders 
Adequate protection

• Mortgage lenders were granted adequate 
protection in the form of a first priority lien on the 
centralized cash account; contract non-default 
interest (but no amortization); soft lien on specific 
other assets; debtors ordered to maintain 
properties

• Essentially preserved the status quo; did not allow 
the bankruptcy filing to limit the cash flow available 
to upstream entities
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Motions to Dismiss 

• Many motions to dismiss were filed

• Arguments regarding the debtors’ authority to file 
included violation of separateness covenants, bad 
faith of directors (most withdrawn after discovery) 
and whether the debtors were eligible for relief 
when not insolvent

• Underlying question of whether filings and final first 
day orders constituted a de facto substantive 
consolidation
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Motions to Dismiss 
Court’s grounds for denial of motions to dismiss

• Replacement of independent directors was done 
within the requirements of the organizational 
documents and arguably preserved value for 
debtor’s estates and creditors

• Insolvency not required to be eligible for relief, just 
financial distress

• Financial distress found where loans matured or 
had “anticipated repayment dates” within next 3-4 
years with capital markets frozen
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Motions to Dismiss
Court’s grounds for denial of motions to dismiss

• Court rejected argument that debtors had a duty to 
negotiate with lenders before filing

• Court rejected one lender’s argument that its debtor 
could not get a plan confirmed over its objections, 
and hinted that the lender was acting in bad faith

• Most importantly, Court held that independent 
directors must take into account the interests of the 
corporate family in determining whether to file  
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Current Status of Case
Exclusivity period

• Exclusivity period - debtor has exclusive right to file 
a plan

• Term sheets being considered by certain creditors 
for restructuring of loans or possible sale of 
mortgaged properties

• Creditors performing cramdown analyses
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What Lenders Might Do Now
Effects on creditors

• GGP bankruptcy had significant effects on creditors 
of structured debt

• Special servicing
• Redirection of interest and other payments
• Absolute “sit down” provisions
• Uncertainty over ability of controlling lender to 

participate in negotiations
• Uncertainty over ability for junior creditors to 

converse with debtor
• Uncertainty of recapture of junior creditor court costs
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What Lenders Might Do Now:
Intercreditor options

• Revisit industry-standard language to clarify the 
uncertainties described on previous slide

• Change co-lending and intercreditor triggers to 
account for monetary or other material defaults
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What Lenders Should Do Now:
Hard lockboxes

• Judge Gropper never directly reached the issue of 
“hard” lockboxes

• A “hard” lockbox can make it harder for the debtor 
to upset the status quo, but not impossible

• A “hard” lockbox establishes a contracted-for, pre-
petition cash management system, which protects 
the property and delivers funds to the parent
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What Lenders Might Do Now:
Re-examine independent director provisions

• Credentials of IM’s more scrutinized?
• Strengthen restrictions on the replacement and 

removal of independent directors:
• Integration in organic documents 
• Notice to lender and director being replaced?
• Lender consent?
• Standards for filing?

• Lender liability and enforceability issues
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What Lenders Might Do Now:
Separateness provisions

• Before the filing, GGP centralized cash 
management, had an affiliated property manager, 
but may have had some cross-branding

• Monitor and enforce separateness covenants -
remember, the cash collateral and cash 
management orders preserved status quo

• Require independent property management
• Cross-defaults - are they worth it?
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IRS Responds
• IRS Rev. Proc. 2009-45 - in concept, more 

flexibility for servicers in dealing with securitized 
loans that are not in default and no imminent threat 
of default exists

• Any useful impact for existing loans?

• What has to change to be useful for future loans?
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Cancellation of indebtedness (COD) income – relief, 
requirements and definitions

► At the “election” of the taxpayer, recognition of COD income that arises in connection with the 
“reacquisition” of an “applicable debt instrument” is deferred until 2014 and will be includible in gross 
income ratably over the 5-taxable-year period thereafter.

► COD Income must arise from a “Reacquisition” occurring in 2009 or 2010
► Applicable Debt Instrument

► Issued by a C corporation or any or any other person in connection with the conduct of a trade 
or business by such person

► “Debt Instrument” includes any bond, debenture, note, certificate or other evidence of 
indebtedness as defined in I.R.C. § 1275(a)(1)

► “Reacquisition”:
► Any “acquisition” of the debt instrument by the debtor which issued it or a person related to the 

debtor under I.R.C. §108(e)(4)
► “Acquisition” includes debt-for-cash, debt-for-debt (including a modification of a debt 

instrument), debt-for-equity, debt-for-capital, or complete forgiveness of the debt by the holder 
(notice that this does not include debt-for-property) 

► “Election”: 
► Taxpayer must include a statement identifying the instrument with its tax return for the taxable 

year in which the “reacquisition” of the debt instrument occurs
► Once made, the election is irrevocable
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Cancellation of indebtedness (COD) income 
– coordination with § 108(a)

► If a taxpayer elects to defer COD income, then the exclusions provided by section §
108(a)(1)(A), (B), (C), and (D) will not apply
► COD must be included in income at the end of the deferral period
► Tax attributes will not be reduced

► The election is made on an instrument by instrument basis
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Cancellation of indebtedness (COD) income 
– acceleration of deferred items

► COD income that is deferred is accelerated and taken into income in the taxable year in 
which the taxpayer:
► Dies
► Liquidates or sells substantially all of its assets 

► Includes Title 11 except where taxpayer reorganizes
► In a case under Title 11, any deferred items are taken into income as of the day 

before the petition is filed
► Ceases to do business
► Or is in similar circumstances
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Cancellation of indebtedness (COD) income 
– partnerships 
► Deferral election is made at the partnership level, not the partner level

► A partnership may elect to defer all or a portion of the COD income from a debt 
reacquisition

► Deferred income may be allocated to partners in any manner determined by the 
partnership

► Any decrease in a partner’s share of liabilities as a result of COD will not be deemed a 
distribution to the partner to the extent it would cause the partner to recognize gain and 
will be recognized at the same time and to the same extent as income that is deferred

► The acceleration rule applies to the sale, exchange or redemption of an interest in the 
partnership or other pass-thru entity by a holder of such interest

► A non-filing foreign partnership may make the Section 108(i) election, but must file a 
partnership return as if it had a filing requirement and attach a statement to the return 
detailing the election. 
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Example - Section 108(i):  conflicts between 
partners

PartnershipPartnership

Individual 
Partner

Lender$200

► Lender cancels $200 of debt
► Should Partnership make the election assuming it is available?

► Impact on Insolvent Partner’s ability to exclude?
► Individual Partner’s ability to rely upon Section 108(c)?
► What if Corporate Partner has expiring NOLs?
► Etc.

Corporate
Partner

(solvent)

Corporate
Partner

(solvent)

Insolvent 
Partner

Real Property
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Foreclosures and “deed in lieu” transactions

► Foreclosure - lender takes title to the underlying property.
► Deed in lieu - borrower conveys all interest in real property to the lender to avoid foreclosure 

proceedings.
► Different tax treatment of recourse and nonrecourse debt.

► Key issue – first determine whether debt is recourse or nonrecourse for tax purposes…not a 
trivial exercise!

► Recourse debt – two components:
► taxable sale or exchange for fair market value of foreclosed property, and
► COD income to the extent of cancellation of any recourse debt in excess of fair market 

value.
► Nonrecourse debt – taxable sale or exchange for greater of:

► fair market value of the property, or
► The amount of nonrecourse debt secured by the property (even if the fair market value of 

the property is less than the amount of the debt).
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Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure (Non-Recourse 
Debt)

NONRECOURSE DEBT

Original Cost 100,000  
Accum Dep (60,000)  
Adjusted Basis 40,000    

Outstanding Non-Recourse Liability (Mortgage) 100,000  
FMV of Property at time of Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure 90,000    

Computation of Gain:
Amount Realized Equal to Debt 100,000  
Adjusted Basis 40,000    
Amount of Gain Recognized 60,000    (Capital Gain)

► Example – Non Recourse Debt

(*assumes property is held > 1 year & not  “dealer/inventory” type property)
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Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure (Recourse Debt)

► Example of Recourse Debt:  (assumes property is held > 1 year & is not “dealer/inventory” type property) 

RECOURSE DEBT

Original Cost 100,000  
Accum Dep (60,000)  
Adjusted Basis 40,000    

Outstanding Recourse Liability 100,000  
FMV of Property at time of Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure 90,000    

Computation of Gain:
PART 1 Amount Realized Equal to FMV of Propert 90,000    

Adjusted Basis 40,000    
Amount of Gain Recognized 50,000    (Capital Gain)

Part II Cancellation of Indebtedness Income (COD)
Amount Realized Equal to Outstanding Debt 100,000  

Amount Realized Equal to FMV of Propert 90,000    
Amount of Gain Recognized 10,000    (Ordinary Income)

*The $10,000 of COD is available for Deferral Election
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Questions?
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